Long-term internship opportunity
Unique opportunity to join a fast growing European middle market flexible investment fund
Kartesia is looking for a top-performing recent graduate to join a team as intern analyst for a set period
of up to one year in the Brussels office. He/she will experience the Analyst role by being part of the
dynamic Benelux deal team. He/she will help assess a large variety of direct investment opportunities
in mid-sized companies across industries and across the capital structure. The role will entail being
involved in early deal screening and deal execution at a high pace by analysing early deal
opportunities, performing market and strategic analyses on potential targets, financial modelling,
drafting investment committee papers and assist the deal team with portfolio management and other
strategic initiatives
Kartesia is a fast-growing, privately-owned, European provider of tailored credit and capital solutions
to middle-market companies. We have a total of €3.6b assets under management and target
opportunities in which we can invest between €15m and €140m, with the support of our limited
partners. Kartesia is a long-term and relationship-driven investor aiming to offer our investors stable
and superior risk-adjusted returns by building a diversified portfolio with solid downside protection.
Upon completion of the internship, many of our interns are ready to take up job vacancies as an
Analyst in e.g. Private Debt, Private Equity or investment banking. Kartesia also encourages successful
interns to apply for internal job vacancies should there be any openings at any given time.
Lise Campforts, who recently joined Kartesia as an analyst, commented: “During my first four months
within Kartesia, I had the opportunity to close two deals in which I was involved from the deal screening
and first management meeting to funding & closing. Today I am responsible for the follow-up in terms
of reporting and am involved in further supporting both businesses in their growth. I believe that being
part of the deal team within Kartesia is a unique opportunity to immerse yourself in all aspects of deal
execution in the early phase of your career. The ample deal flow at Kartesia also ensures exposure and
steep learning curves.”
What it takes to join us:
•
•
•
•
•

Master’s degree in business or finance with outstanding academic results
Strong written and verbal communication skills in Dutch & English, other languages are
considered a plus
Proven interest in Private Equity, M&A and financing (structured/leveraged) and/or corporate
strategy
Strong analytical skills
Strong work ethic, team player with can-do attitude, rapid learner and ability to work
autonomously

What we offer
•
•
•

Compensation package in line with industry standards
Structured mentorship program
Challenging environment that allows for and stimulates individual initiatives

If you are interested, please submit your CV & cover letter via mail to
recruitment.benelux@kartesia.com
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